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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

INDIANA AND-MICHIGAN ELECTRIC COMPANY, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-315 AND 50-316

System "ascription

The approach taken by the licensee to control the hydrogen generated during

severely'decraded core accidents is the same as that chosen by the other ice

condenser owrers, TVA and Duke, for installation in the Scquoyah and McGuire

pl ants,

Indiana 8 Yichigan Electric Company (ISYIECo) has installed within the D. C.

Cook, Uni s 1 and 2 containments a system of igniters and ancillary equipment

cesicnated as the Dis.ribu-.ed Ignition System (DIS). The igniters are

cesigred to ensure a contrcl led burning of hydrogen in th= unlikely event

.".a Excessive quant i ies G hycl ogerl, well beyord 'c design ases I equired

by lO CrR Sec ion 50.4<, are gef crated as a result of a po .ulated severely

cegradec core, accident.

The icniter selected by the licensee is a clow plug commonly used in diesel

encines tnat is manufactured as Model 7G by General Motors AC Division. :he

igniter is powered di rectlv ,rcm a 120/14V ac transformer. The igniter assembly

consists of a sealed box housinc w-'.h approximately 1/16-inch thick steel

piete wa 1 s, which contains the trans folmel anc all el ec.rical connections

cn'(J par i al 1 y encloses the igni ter. The seal ed box uses heat shi el ds to

frinim'ze the tempel ature rise inside the icniter assembly and a spray shield

to reduce direct water impingement on the glow plug.
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the two trains of igniters. Control room annunciation is provided to indicate
loss o, power and,ailure to operate in the event of control circuit equipment

malfunc.ions.

The licensee has proposed to have the operator manually ac.uate the DIS upon

generation of the a itomatic phase B isolation signal. 'he pl ase B isolation

sign~i is automatically initiated upon reaching the high-high containment

pressure setpoint (2.9 psig). As justification for this 'criterion the licensee

references an analysis which demonstrates that an automatic phase B isolation

signal will be oencrated before the onset of hvdrocen generation for the

S2D transient which was the accident assumed for the preliminary assessment

of the DIS.

". is the staff's view that the licensee has not performed sufficient analyses

to demonstrate that an automatic phase B isolation signal will be'eached befor e

the onset of hydrogen generation for .he spectrum of degraded core accidents,

Furthermore, the analysis performed to date was not intended to predict tne

minimum expected pressure; such an analysis is necessary to insure the setpoint

will be reached. It is the staff's. view that unless adequate analysis is

su: it ed ol a spectt um of accidents to justi fy the use of the high-high

containment pres sure se.point, i . woul d be prudent to have actua.ion o f the

DIS be required upon generation of a less restriciive setpoint; i.e., one that

occurs earlier in an accident for a wider range of accidenits. Therefore, we

will require, un',ess further jus.ification is provided by .he licensee,

actuation of the DIS upon receip of the safety injection signal .



To ensure that the DIS will function as intended, the licensee has proposed

a pre-operational an™ surveillance testing program. Pre-operational testing,

performed subsequent to installation of the system, was perform>ed by:

1) Energizing the supply breakers and measuring the voltaae and current for

the igniter groups; and 2) visually inspecting the igriters to verify proper

operation. Periodic surveillance testing of the DIS will be accomp>ished by

energizing th>e igniter groups and verifying that the voltage and current

measurements taken during the test are similar to the measurements taken

during preoperational testing of the system.

'he staff has considered the testing of the DIS proposed by ".,'=- licensee aad

I'inds it acceptable on an interim basis. Prior to final approval cf the

system, the staf wil>l require that the licensee modify .he pre-operational

7.estlng 0 include measurement of igniter temperatures. It is the staff's

view hat sulve llance testing should also include temperature measure»ents

'.hough not necessarily at the sam>e interval as surveillance testino by

energizing the breakers. Me will report on this mat.er in our final

evaluation of the DIS.

Testino of the L'IS System

Two .esting programs have been conducted to obtain inforration pertinent to

the perform»ance characteristics of the glow olug igriters. These «ere sponsored

by an association of ice condenser. owners. Preliminary screerir>g and quali>ication

testinc was per>ormed at TYA's Singleton Laboratory. Co"..: us.ion tests using the
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igniter were performed by Fenwal, Inc. to study igniter performance under

various environmental conditions. The staff has previously reported on these

tests in the Sequoyah Safety Evaluation Report (NOPEG-0011 , Supplement

tio. 4). In addition to this testing the licensee tested each of the glow

plugs at 14 volts ac, be.ore installation in the plan:, to verify successful

operation over an extended period of time.

To independently evaluate the efficacy of the thermal igniter, the hRC staff

arranged for the tes .ing of the GH glow plug igniter at Lawrence Livermo. e

national Laboratory. The test program was des i gned to examire the performance

o i the i gniier under a spec rum of test condi tions . The princi pal parameters

of concerri in this tes.ing were varying hydrogen and steam concentrations.

Details arid conclusions of this testing were reported in the above cited

Siupple.;.ent 4 to .he Sequoyah SER.

ma 1 v i s o f the Dl S Svsteim

To eva'.uate the role of ioniters in accioent mi.igation, the licensee has

iriit i ated an analyt ical effort to. determiine ti e c i feet iver ess o, tne DIS system

in reducing the threat to cortainment integri.y due to the combustion of that

hydrogen genera.ed olio ring a spectrum of postulated cegraded core accidents.

It is expected that thorough analyses, inclucing sensi privity studies on

critical parameters for a range of accident scenarios, will continue for

several months.
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Currently, the licensee has provided the results of analvses for a single

degraded core accident scenario, designated S>D in HUH-1400, which is a

small break LOCA accompanied by the failure of emergency core cooling injection.

The S D sequence leads to the production of hydrooen from the zirconium-

water reaction as a result of the degraded core conditions, i.e., lack of

core cooling. ;his accident scenario was chosen because it is representa.ive
'

of Tl';I-type of accident sequences.

As we indicated in the introduction to this analysis, the staff has concluded

that a small break LOCA is an appropriate typical scenaric for an initial

'ssessment of the distributed ignition system.

Hvdrooen Generation and Containment Pressures

in order to perform analyses of the containment a:mosphere pressure and

temperature response due to a loss of coolant accident, it is necessary that

the releases from 'he reactor coolant primary system be known, including

steam and hydrogen release rates. The licensee s containment analyses was

based on the reactor coolant sys .em response and releases using results from

the l~iARCH compu.er code as provided by Battel le Columbus Laboratory.

The HARCH code was developed by Battelle Columbus Laioratcry >or the fIRC
p

.'o provide the capability, or the analysis of the thermal-hydraulic respo'nse

of the reac.or

»ith regard to

core, primary coolant system and containment to core melt accidents,.

hydrogen evolution, the'code provides a me hod of incorporating
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the Baker-iust and Cathcart-Pawel metal-water reaction ra.e models with a

history of the uncovering and overheating of the core to obtain nyorogen

gerierat'.on rates. Ti e extent of production of hydrogen is dependent on the

degree of uncovering of the core ard on the amoun+ of water (steam)

available for oxidation.

'

The tiARCH cooe models the release o hydrooen with the st am =rom whatever

openirics in the primary system may be appropriate for the scenario (PORY,

smal 1 b. Eak, or 1 arge break) .

Tne staff consultants have calcula.ed a number of variations of sm<all and

med iu;.i bf'cak scenarios using the t'lnRCH code as set Up to model an ice-

conccnser plar.t. nlthouch the resuli.s must still be rEgalceQ as pl ejiminaly,

+ney provide a broader view of the total spectrum o accident scenarios than

i s Qi veii by the S D se,uence by i ts el, . Fi ve-. irch arid two-inch brea ks were

calcJlated, accompanied ei:her by ailure of the ECC system in ihe injection

..iode or ':n the recirculation mode. tlone of these small- to medium-break

seer,arios led to pressure pulses irom burnino hyd'rooen thiat were more serious

than those in .he S>D sceriario. lt was observed, however, tl a the ice

inventory could be used up i » s .earning due to large quantities of =CCS v ater

i 5 ncluded. I hi s causes subsEqUent pressure pul ses fdofi hydrooen burning

in -.he lower compartment to be sligntly higher than wnen ice.is present.
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Under small break LOCA conditions, the VARCH code predicts the generation and

release of hydrooen prior to core melt to be spread out over a 30 to 100

minute period. Averaoe release rates of eight to thirty pounds per minute

cover these cases. In some instances, a burst of hydrogen into containment

when the core melts completes the release. There is also a version of the

T!~LS scenario where hydrogen may be released on an extended schedule through

fai'.ed pump seals.

Another mode of hydrogen release is possible through the high point vents that

are .o be required on LNRs . These are to be sized such that their di scharge

'an b comp nsated for bv the charging pumps. it is estimated tha vents of

this size can release hvdrogen at the rate of about 20 lb/min.

The hydro"en release rates enphasized in calculati'ons by the licensee are

those -;aken from!!ARCH code intel pretations of a-small break LOCA. These

!lARCH calculated release rates are a time varying function whose average is

oi he orcer of 30 lb/,in., but which a+ times reach 70 lb/min. The staff

considers these rates +o be representative of a sionificant group of releases

that might be'ncountered in typical degraded core accidents; i.e., those

that do not proceed to core melt or vessel failures, and represent an

acceptable basis for calculations.

The consensus interpretat'.on of the THI-2 accident is that from 30 to '60'; of

tne core zirconium cladding was oxidized generating 500-1100 pounds o, hydrogen.

The licensee has submitted analyses that pursue ihe course of a postulated
E



accident up to the time when approximately 80~n of the core ci'adding has been

oxidized, and has justified the termination of the analyses at that point

because further oxidation would result in maJor melting or rearrangement of

the core.

The s iaff notes that these analyses do not provide for any supplementary

ox i dation o, ferri tie ma.eri al s. The, erri tie material s, however, are unl ikely

io b oxidized suos.antiai ly until the final phases of core rearranigement or

meltinc. The quantity of hycrogen chosen by the applicant for his principal

ara:yses is, therefore, acceptable.

Tne 1 i censee ihen, us 'g the rel eases cal cul ated from the PARCH code, ca 1 cul ated

-.:-:= containmen at os'E're tl ansient using ihe CLnSIX code, whiich vas developed

by westinghouse/OPS. The CLASIX code is a multi-volume containment code,

whicn calculates the containrent pressure and.temperature resporse in the

separate compart„,eris. CLASiX has the capability io model fea ures unique to

an ice conden er plant, including the ice bed, rec irc"1 ation fans and ice

condcnscr doors, whii e tracking tne dis ribution of the atmosphere constituents:

oxygen, nitrogen, hyd! ogen and steam.

t.ass and encl gy rel eased to the containment aimo phere 'in the form of steam,

nydrocen and nitrogen are input to the code. The burning of- hydrooen is
/

ca lcul ated in the code with provisions to vary the condi.ions under which

hvdro en is assumed to burn and conditions at which the burn will propagate

to other compar.ments..
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The hydrogen release to containment was terminated, for the containment

analysis after approximately 1550 lbs. oi hydrogen were released. This mass

of hydrogen corresponds to the reaction of approximately 80~ of the active

zirconium cladding mass in the core. At this point in the scenario the core

is dry, thus there is no steam to produce a further zi.rconium-steam reaction.

:xtending the accident scenario to the point of reactor vessel mel; through

will be the subject of further generic analysis in conjunction with ThI

Action Plan Item II.B.8, i.e., the rulemaking proceeding.

As part of .heir effort to evaluate the DIS, tie licensee has submitted two

sc s of CLASIÃ analyses. The first set of analyses was perfor„ed with the

preliminary version of CLAS IX; as noted in the Sequoyah S:-P„ the original

version of CLAS I); did not have the capability to model the structural heat

sinks. CLASIX was subsequen;ly modi,ied to include the capability -,or

modeling passive heat sinks and variable fan ,low. For the purposes of

comparison, both sets o- analyses are herein discussed.

;he first set of CLASIX analyses is shown in Table 1. The values in

paren+heses are those corresponding to similar cases for Sequoyah. The

pressures calculated for D. C. Cook are seen to be quite sivilar to those

calculated for Sequoyah. The base case analysis utilized the assu-.=tion that

hydrogen ignition within a compartment was initia+ed at a 10'.! hvdrooen

concertration and thai burning is assumed to propagate to other compartments

having a 10'! hydrogen concentration. The results o the crigiral O'SIX base

case'nalysis predicted that the hydrogen will be ignited in a ser es of eight '



burns in the lower compartment with the first two burns propaoatino upward

into the ice condenser compartment. The total interval o'r which the series:

of burns occurs was approximately 3400 seconds. . A peak pressure of 24.5 psia.

was calculated for the lower compartment, and 27.5 psia for the ice

condenser and upper compartment. The pressure in the'containment before

the .f',rst burn was approximately 21.5 psia.

Because he D. C. Cook plant design includes lower compartment sprays, a

feature unique to the Cook ice condenser, certain differences in the results

-,rom the Sequoyah analysis are evident. After the last ignition of hydrogen

'here were roughly 840,000 pounds of ice remaining as compared to 300,000

pounds or a comparabl=- Seq.oyah analvsis. Similarly, the peak temperature

in the lower compartment was 'lower, (1000'F) for D. C. Cook than for

Sequovah (2200'F).

in summary, ihe preliminary CL~~IX analysis performed, or D. C. Cook, with the

exception of variations due to plant desion, is consIstent with tha. per,ormed

for other ice cordenser plants; and the results show a similarly modest

increase in pressure due to the burning of hydrogen.

tagore refined analyses have been submitted by the licensee using the modified

CLASiX code. As roted pr viously the mooified code has the capabili .y of

modeling passive heat sirks and variable fan low. The revised analyses also



TABLE 1

ORIGINAL 0. C. COOK CLASIX CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS

Peak Pressure ( sia)
Lower
Com .

Upper
Com .

1. Base Case 24.5 (26.5)* 27.5 (30.0)

2. !enit',on 9 1O»
Propagation 9 8»

26.5 (2g. ) 33.5 (33. )

*Va1ues in parentheses for Sequoyah
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included a separate nodal volume representation of the ice condenser upper

plenum although modeling of tt is region was not dependent upon the recent

code m>odi ications. The revised analysis predicts the hydrogen to burn in

the lower compartment and in the upper plenum of the ice condenser. A

total of 37 burns are nov, predicted, seven in the lower compartment and 30

in the ice condenser upper plenum. A peak pressure of 25.6 psia and 25.5 psia

was calculated for the !ower and upper regions of the containment, respect'.vely.

Temperature spikes of approximately 800'F occur when each of the discrete

burns is alcula+ed but the lower compartment atmosphere temperature drops to

below 200'F between b"ms ..he effect of the lower compartment spray is to

dra ctica'.ly decrease the lower compar.ment temperatures. This benefit is

seen >n both the preliminary and revised CLASlk analysis. Also since no burning

was calculated to occur in o.her regions o, the lower con.ainment, i.e., rooms

behind the cra e wal 1, th>ese areas experi ence 1 ow temperatures for the

duration of the transient, on the order of 200'F.

The stai> has previously reoorted on the e, >G1 ts >o verify the CLASIÃ code

and cn indepcnden. s.a> f calculations, or ice condenser plants in the

Sequoyah SE'R. 8ased on +he findings of these previous reviews performed

'ol the Seouoya.> and !'>cCuire ice condenser plants and the similari.y of .he

D. C. Cook analysis, we fird
1

basis ,or interim evaluation

th>e CLAS.'X calculations to be an acceptable

of the distributed igni ion system.
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The control of hydrogen generated during a severely degraded core accident

through the use of a deliberate ignition technique such as the DIS proposed

by the licensee requires the consideration of the effects of the environment

on structures and equipment. In an environment where hydrogen deflagration

is taking place two pronounced effects on the containment atmosphere, namely

the containment pressure and temperature increase, may adversely affect,

containment structures and internal equipment.

Survivabilit of Essential E ui ment

As part of their evaluation of the igniter system, the licensee has identified

the equipment that is necessary, in the event of a severely degraded core

accident, to 1) reach and maintain the reactor coolant system in a safe,

shutdown condition and 2) prevent breach of containment. The equipment

necessary to assure containment integrity are specifically the igniters the

air return fan, skimmer fan and containment sprays and related power and control

cables. The first two items are contained on the licensee's list. The third item

containment sprays contains only piping and check valves in containment.

The list of essential equipment inside containment associated with the systems

needed to assure safe shutdown and containment integrity is:

1. Narrow-range steam generator level monitors.
2. Pressurizer level monitors.
3. Pressurizer pressure monitors.
4. RCS wide-range pressure monitors.
5. Core exit thermocouples.
6. RCS loops RTDS.
7. Air recirculation/hydrogen skimmer fans.
8. Distributed ignition system components.
9. Containment water level monitoring system .

10. Related power control and instrumentation cables.
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The staff, however, concludes that there are additional items which must remain

functional during the accident. These include the following.:

1. Containment isolation valves
2. Gasket and seals for flanges, electrical boxes, air locks and the

equipment hatch.
3. Electrical penetrations

Although not deemed essential in our interim evaluation, the staff is consider--

ing the need to ensure the functionability of the hydrogen recombiners and

analyzer system for long term hydrogen control. The staff will continue the

review of this matter and report the resolution in a future safety evaluation

report.

The survivability of essential equipment has been the focus of analytical and

experimental studies. The preliminary results of these studies are that for

typical instruments (a 8arton transmitter), both staff and applicant estimate

the temperatures reached by the component to be less than 320'F. This

temperature is not significantly different than the maximum temperatures

calculated for design basis accidents for Cook (328'F for NSLB) but could

exist for a somewhat larger time interval . Additionally, the licensee has

conducted scoping tests at the FEHWAL tests, conducted in a relatively small

chamber, have not yet been directly related to the containment environment,

much has been learned from the testing conducted at FENWAL with regard to

the hydrogen control system and the expected containment environment.

Failure modes as well as ways of providing protection for exposed equipment

have been identified. The FENWAL tests generally indicate that the selected
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equipment did survive successive hydrogen burns with little or no damage,

with twn exceptions. The excqptions were unprotected thermocouple wires

(tefl'on insulated) and soldered joints. These failure types are not directly

applicable to Cook.

As outlined above, the licensee has provided information regarding improved

calculational methods for containment temperatures, confirmatory tests on

selected equipment exposed to hydrogen burns and new calculations to predict

differences between expected equipment temperature environments and containment

temperatures. The previous version of the CLASIX code did not include heat

sinks nor does it model separately the upper region of the ice condenser.

The licensee has, however, made refinements to CLASIX to remedy these two

deficiencies and has preliminarily reported that the new CLASIX calculations;

which take into account the structural heat sinks and model the upper plenum,
'I

predict 2 (.two) burns in the lower compartment and about 30 to 40 burns in

the upper plenum of the ice condenser. These analyses showed temperatures

considerably lower than those previously predicted for the lower compartment

where the majority of the instruments are located. The new revised CLASIX

analyses also show an insignificant calculated temperature increase for the

upper compartment atmosphere. The staff has reviewed the information

submitted by I&MEC and has requested the licensee to provide more information

on equipment temperature response.

In summary, based upon the S20 accident scenario, the staff concludes that,

although the need exists to develop additional confirmatory information relating

to the equipment survivability, operation of the DIS on an interim basis is
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acceptable. This conclusion is based on our judgment that (1) the conditions

imposed by a possible hydrogen burn will not be aggravated by the operation

of the DIS; (2) it, is likely that equipment importhnt to maintain containment

integrity and to maintain a degraded core in a stable shutdown condition will

be able to survive the effects of a hydrogen burn. Moreover, as concluded

previously, the S 0 scenario and other H generating scenarios are very low

probability events--events which might reasonably be anticipated during this

limited period would lead to less demanding service conditions for this

equipment.
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Based on'ur review of other ice condenser plants and on .he information

suppl i ed by .he 1 i cens ee, we conclude that these i ssues have been sati s, actoril y

resolved. A detailed discussion of these issues is included in Supplement 5

to the Seouoyah SER. Further investigation of these topics will continue

for several months and if in the course of this ongoina review we discover

i ems requiring modification on the Sequoyah and IicGuire plants; we will

require the licensee for D. C. Cook, Units 1 and 2 to address their applicability

, .o -".he D. C. Cook facility.

As discussed a ove we reques.ed.the licensee .considel the effects of hydrogen

acc;mula.ion and combvs:ion in the ice condenser upper plerum. As a result

of sta f cons i dera ion of thi s matter, we wi 1 L require -'he 1 i censeo modify

he emel ge cy ope1atlng. instructions to include xri ppiro the ice condenser

air handling units upon actuation of the icniter system. :his is consistent

with the approach taken on the o-.her ice condenseis. The basis for this

position is outlined in Supplement 5 to the Sequovah SER..

Environmental Consideration

Me have determined that the amendments do not authorize a change in effluent

types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and will not result in

any significant environmental impact. Having made this determination, we have

further concluded tfiat the amendments involve an action which is insignificant

from the standpoint of environmental impact and, pursuant to 10 CFR 551.5(.d)(4),

that an environmental impact statement or negative declaration and environmental

impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection with the issuance of these

amendments.
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Conclusion

Me have concluded, based on the consideration discussed above, that: (1)

because the amendments do not involve a significant increase in the probability

or consequences of accidents previously considered and do not involve a

significant decrease in a safety margin, the amendments do not involve a

significant hazards consideration, (g}, there is reasonable assurance that the

health and safety of the public will not be endangered by operation in the

proposed manner, and (.3) such activities will be conducted in compliance with

the Commission's regulations and the issuance of these amendments will not be

inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of

the public.

Date:


